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April 12,1994

Mr. Ivan Selin, Chairrnan
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

Dear Mr. Selin: .

I am in receipt of your staff's response to my March 8,1994 letter. This response
generates serious concern for me. I am certain you did not have the opportunity to
review this response before its release, because it does not address the issue (s) raised;
the nuclear industry's acceptance and use of dimensionally sub-standard, non-
conforming threaded product. The low probability of a core meltdown is encouraging,
but the probability of even this grave failure still exists. But what about the many other
potential failures due to substandard threaded product use?

Please clarify the statement,"...The NRC staff does not consider System 21 or the use of
go no-go gauges to be inappropriate (" flawed") for accepting certain fastener threads
based on the following discussion." I find it strange that the U. S. automotive, aerospace,
and defense industries have had problems with and moved away from System 21 thread
gaging yet the nuclear industry has not taken any such action. Does the NRC condone .
the acceptance and use of non-conforming products within U. S. nuclear power plants?
What are the "certain fastener threads" referenced in the NRC response that can be
dimensionally non-conforming, accepted and used and in what applications are these
authorized by 10 CFR 507 This response statement, "certain fastener threads", also
alludes to the premise that all OTHER fastener threads require at least a System 22
measurement. What are these fasteners?

The thread standards that the nuclear industry uses cite engineering drawings, design
thread forms, and dimensional tables and the design engineers assume these threads
meet those specified dimensional limits to achieve the required performance. ' Use of
System 21 thread gaging can not assure thread dimensional conformance. thus
questioning the thread's ability to perform or to develop a proper torque /preload
relationship in maintaining an adequate clamping force load while the thread component -
is in service. This includes Class 1,2, and 3 tolerance threads.' Please note that a System
22 measurement verifies Functional Size, Pitch Diameter, lead, angle, taper,2 and 3 point
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out-of-round conditions, Major and Minor Diameters conformance within the threads
standards' limits of size. Does the NRC have evidence disproving the findings of the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NET) and the Department of Defense
(DoD) in that System 21 can not assure thread dimensional conformance to the thread i

limits and characteristics required by the thread specifications and standards? (See the |
enclosed NIST letter.) |

;

I have reviewed the cited references reportedly supporting the conclusions offered in the
NRC response, specifically NUREG-1339 and Generic Letter 91-17. I have also reviewed
available NRC documents (Generic Letters, Bulletins, studies, etc.) and I have' found NO
information citing actual measurement data of failed fasteners or that measurements
were ever taken to confirm thread dimensional conformance or non-conformance.
Nuclear industry employees have confirmed that actual thread dimensions have never
been measured, in failure analysis, and that the threads were always assumed to be
dimensionally conforming. Please provide me with hard thread dimensional i

measurement data showing evidence of actual thread dimensional measurement of the
threaded products involved in the failures referenced. 'It has been verified that the
nuclear industry, in its threaded product failure analysis, has only addressed the areas
of product material composition, corrosion, and heat treatment (hardness). No,I am not
aware of any documented threaded dimensional analysis,in the area of failure analysis
in the Nuclear Industry. 4

1Another rnajor problem that has clouded the issue of product screw thread dimensional
non-conformance is that the industry has not recognized the fact that a threaded product
does not have to shear or strip to fail, it only has to loosen. In many situations, a loose
threaded connection can cause more damage than a threaded product that has sheared.

Dimensional thread measurements at numerous nuclear plants have shown massive
threaded product dimensional non-conformance; some product in excess of 100% out of
tolerance. I provided you actual thread measurement results in my March 8,1994 letter.

~

Thread measurements at additional plants have shown similar non-conformance. THIS
PROBLEM IS REAL! I offer to supply, at no charge, the NRC with the necessary
System 22 measuring equipment to verify these findings. The NRC has the
responsibility to advise and provide guidance in the industry. It would be reasonable
to expect the NRC to exercise their responsibility by taking immediate, positive
corrective action with the release of a Generic Letter, Information Notice, or a Bulletin,
as appropriate. The industry deserves this guidance to eliminate the problem of thread
dimensional non-conformance.

Mr. Selin, I am not trying to shut down or adversely impact the nuclear industry. This
! industry provides a very valuable service, but needs NRC guidance if it is to operate in

a safe and proper manner relative to screw thread dimensional conformance. I suggest
that the nuclear industry follow the DoD's example in addressing this issue. The DoD
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addressed this problem in that: (1) they " drew a line in the sand" and ensured that all
NEW threaded product procurements were dimensionally conforming per System 22,
and (2) they inspected all safety critical threaded products in existing inventories, before
being placed into service. Other inventory items were used until exhausted, then
replaced with stock that was conforming to specifications relative to thread dimensions,
hardness, and metal composition. This approach will-have the least impact on the
nuclear industry while improving the safe operation and quality of the threaded
products used.

Your staff's response concludes that, "...the NRC staff has not found evidence that
failures due to dimensionally non-conforming fasteners are occurring and therefore, does
not consider it to be a safety concern". To my knowledge, the nuclear industry and the
NRC ha,s never performed proper thread measurement inspections (System 22), as part
of their threaded product failure analysis. Thread dimensional non-conformance leads
to such problems as joint relaxation, leakage, galling, vibration loosening, and premature
fatigue failure to name a few. Is your staff saying these resultant thread dimensional
non conformance problems do not exist? It is a known fact that the majority of nuclear
power plants today do not have the thread gaging capability, System 22, to properly
inspect incoming product or to investigate threaded product failures. Without proper
equipment and the knowledge of the importance of thread dimensional conformance,
it is no surprise that the NRC has not received any reports or Licensee Event Reports of
product failure due to thread dimensional non-conformance.

Mr. Selin, I would like to arrange a meeting, as soon as possible, with you and your staff
to demonstrate System 21 and System 22 thread measurement and to support,in full,
our response to this entire issue of threaded product dimensional non-conformance and
its impact on the nuclear industry. Resolution of this issue is simple and extremely cost
effective. I look forward to meeting you and assisting the NRC in resolving this issue
in a timely manner.

Respectfully,

THEJO N ON GA E MPANY
n -

os,

'

Stanley P. Johnson
CEO

.

Encl.
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. March 10, 1994
''

'

Dr. James A. Davis
office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike .,

'
Rockville, MD- 20852

Dear Dr. Davist.
'

-I understand that yos have had some correspondence with our NIST '?+

staff on the issue of dimensional conformance for screw threads,-
and that you are unclear as to the NIST position. For the
record, tho'NIST position is: 'i

" system 21 (plug and ring). acceptance methods de- not
assure dimensional conformance with the material-limits
specified in ASME Bl.1, NIL-S-8879, MIL-S-7742,..and
Federal Standard E-28.#

This is a long and=strongly held position at NIST.and has not
changed,

sincerely,
,

,

e

'

Richard N.F. Jackson
"

Deputy Director 'Manufacturing Engineering Laboratory
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